### New Immigrant Survey
**Section J - Social Variables**

**Section J: Social Variables**

**SPouse IS NOT ADMINISTERED THIS SECTION.**

**NIS English Language Module**

**J CHECK** CHK: INTERVIEW TYPE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[SAMPLE TYPE]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 MAIN RESPONDENT ... (J1_CHECK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 CHILD PROXY ... (J1_CHECK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 R1 SPOUSE ...(NEXT SECTION)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 NOW ADULT CHILD PROXY ...(J1_CHECK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 NEW CHILD PROXY ...(J1_CHECK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 NEW TO R2 SPOUSE...(NEXT SECTION)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**J1 CHECK** CHK: WAS RESPONDENT ASKED SECTION J IN ROUND 1?

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[R1 J1] does not equal missing or [R1 J3] does not equal missing

| 1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(J1A CHECK) |
| 2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(J1) |

**J1A CHECK CHK** DID RESPONDENT SPEAK ENGLISH IN ROUND 1?

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[R1 J2: DID R REPORT LANGUAGE OTHER THAN ENGLISH SPOKEN BY R OR SPOKEN IN HOUSE?]

| 1 YES ...(J3_CHECK) |
| 2 NO ... (J19_CHECK) |
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J1
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Have you ever spoken any language other than English?
   1 YES ...(J2A_CHECK)
   2 NO ...(J2)
   -1 RF ...(J2A_CHECK)
   -2 DK ...(J2A_CHECK)

J2
{MA} {CP} {NAMC}{NEWCP} Is any language other than English spoken in your home?
   1 YES ...(J2_SET_ONLYENGLISHATHOME)
   2 NO ...(J2_SET_ONLYENGLISHATHOME)
   -1 RF ...(J2_SET_ONLYENGLISHATHOME)
   -2 DK ...(J2_SET_ONLYENGLISHATHOME)

J2_SET ONLYENGLISHATHOME CHK: ONLY ENGLISH SPOKEN IN HOUSEHOLD
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}
IF ([J2]=1)
   1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(J19_CHECK)
   2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(J2A_CHECK)

J2A_CHECK CHK: J1 AND J3 FROM R1ANSWERED
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}
((SAMPLE TYPE) = ([NAMC]) or (SAMPLE TYPE) = ([NEWCP])) or
((R1 J1 OR R1 J3 IS MISSING)
   1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(J2A_X)
   2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(J3B_CHECK)

J2A_X [RANGE X=1 to 5]
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} What languages do you speak in your home with your parents when you were age 10?
INTERVIEWER: ASK IF NECESSARY: Are there any other languages?
[LANGUAGE pick list] ...(J2 ONLYENGLISH_X )
997 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(J2AOS_X)
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995 NO OTHER MENTIONED ...(J2 ONLYENGLISH_X)
-1 RF ...(J2 ONLYENGLISH_X)
-2 DK ...(J2 ONLYENGLISH_X)

J2AOS_X [RANGE X=1 to 5]
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}
OTHER SPECIFY __________________ (80 Characters) ...(J2 ONLYENGLISH_X)

J2 ONLYENGLISH_X CHK: ONLY SPEAKS ENGLISH [RANGE X=1 to 5]
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

IF [J2]=1 AND IF ANYTHING IN J2A_X WAS SELECTED IN ADDITION TO 603 (ENGLISH)

1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(J3B_CHECK)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(J3B_CHECK)

J3 CHECK CHK: MARITAL STATUS
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[MARITAL_STATUS]

1 MARRIED ...(J3A_CHECK)
2 LIVING TOGETHER IN A MARRIAGE-LIKE RELATIONSHIP ...(J5A_CHECK)
3 SEPARATED ...(J5A_CHECK)
4 DIVORCED ...(J5A_CHECK)
5 WIDOWED ...(J5A_CHECK)
6 NEVER MARRIED, NOT LIVING WITH SOMEONE IN A MARRIAGE-LIKE RELATIONSHIP ...(J5A_CHECK)
-1 RF ...(J5A_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(J5A_CHECK)

J3A_CHECK CHK: J3A-FOR OLD SPOUSE/PARTNER
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[R1 SPOUSE] = 1 (Same spouse as R1)

1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(J4B)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(J3B_X)

J3B CHECK CHK: MARITAL STATUS
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{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} 

[MARITAL_STATUS]

1 MARRIED ...(J3B_X)
2 LIVING TOGETHER IN A MARRIAGE-LIKE RELATIONSHIP ...(J5A_CHECK)
3 SEPARATED ...(J5A_CHECK)
4 DIVORCED ...(J5A_CHECK)
5 WIDOWED ...(J5A_CHECK)
6 NEVER MARRIED, NOT LIVING WITH SOMEONE IN A MARRIAGE-LIKE RELATIONSHIP ...(J5A_CHECK)
-1 RF ...(J5A_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(J5A_CHECK)

J3B_X [RANGE X=1 to 5]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} What languages do you speak with your [spouse or partner] at home?

INTERVIEWER: ASK IF NECESSARY: Are there any other languages?

[LANGUAGE] ...(J5A_CHECK)
997 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(J3BOS_X)
995 NO OTHER MENTIONED ...(J5A_CHECK)
-1 RF ...(J5A_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(J5A_CHECK)

J3BOS_X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

OTHER SPECIFY ____________ (80 Characters) ...(J5A_CHECK)

J4B

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Do you ever speak English with your [spouse or partner] at home?

1 YES ...(J9)
2 NO ...(J6B)
-1 RF ...(J6B)
-2 DK ...(J6B)

J5A_CHECK CHK: IF ANY LOOP IN J3B=1

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[[J3B]](1) =1 or [[J3B]](2) = 1 or [[J3B]](3) = 1 or [[J3B]](4) = 1 or [[J3B]](5) = 1

1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(J7_X)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(J5_PICK_XDEFAULT)

1 J5A_Check was programmed incorrectly to check J3B_X= 1, as if J3B_X was a "select all 1/2," instead of J3B_X=(any number except 603). There is no data loss, but respondents were incorrectly asked the extra question at J5 and possibly J6B.
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**J5 PICK XDEFAULT** CHK: ROUND 1 J5 ANSWERED

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[R1 J5] IS NOT MISSING

1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(J6B)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(J5 X)

---

**J5 X** [RANGE X=1 to 5]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} What languages do you currently speak at home?

INTERVIEWER ASK IF NECESSARY: Are there any other languages?

[LANGUAGE Picklist] (J5 ONLYENGLISH X)
997 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(J5OS X)
995 NO OTHER MENTIONED ...(J5 ONLYENGLISH X)
-1 RF ...(J5 ONLYENGLISH X)
-2 DK ...(J5 ONLYENGLISH X)

**J5OS X** [RANGE X=1 to 5]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY ______________ (80 Characters) ... (J5 ONLYENGLISH X)

---

**J5 ONLYENGLISH X CHK: ONLY ENGLISH SPOKEN AT HOME** [RANGE X=1 to 5]

**IF [J2] NOT EQUAL TO 1 AND IF ANYTHING IN J2A_X WAS SELECTED IN ADDITION TO 603 (ENGLISH)**

1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(J7_FINAL ONLYENGLISHATHOME)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(J7_FINAL ONLYENGLISHATHOME)

**J7_FINAL ONLYENGLISHATHOME** CHK: ONLY ENGLISH SPOKEN AT HOME

[J2] NOT EQUAL TO 1

1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(J7_CHECK)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(J7_CHECK)
J6B

{MA}{CP}{NAMC} {NEWCP} Do you ever speak English at home?

1 YES ...(J7_CHECK)
2 NO ...(J7_CHECK)
-1 RF ...(J7_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(J7_CHECK)

J7_CHECK CHK: IS RESPONDENT CURRENTLY EMPLOYED?

{MA}{CP}{NAMC} {NEWCP}

[C1],[C8],[C16],[C16_CHK]: Respondent currently Employed] = 1

1 CONDITION APPLIES...(J7A_CHECK)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(J10_X)

J7A_CHECK CHK: J7 ANSWERED IN ROUND 1

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[R1 J7 DOES NOT EQUAL MISSING

1 CONDITION APPLIES...(J9)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY...(J7_X)

J7_X [RANGE X=1 to 5]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} What languages have you spoken outside of your home while at work in the United States in the past twelve months?

INTERVIEWER ASK IF NECESSARY: Have there been any other languages?

[LANGUAGE pick list] ...(J9)
997 OTHER (SPECIFY) ...(J7OS_X)
995 NO OTHER MENTIONED ...(J9)
-1 RF ...(J9)
-2 DK ...(J9)

J7OS_X [RANGE X=1 to 3]

{MA}{CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY___________ (80 Characters) ...(J9)
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J9

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Do you ever speak English at your current job?

1   YES   ...(J11B)
2   NO   ... (J11B)
-1   RF   ...(J11B)
-2   DK   ...(J11B)

J10_X [RANGE X=1 to 5]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} What languages do you speak outside of your home when you are with friends?
INTERVIEWER: ASK IF NECESSARY: Are there any other languages?

[LANGUAGE PICKLIST]   ... (J13)
997   OTHER (SPECIFY)   ...(J10OS_X)
995   NO OTHER MENTIONED   ...(J13)
-1   RF   ...(J13)
-2   DK   ...(J13)

J10OS_X [RANGE X=1 to 3]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}
OTHER SPECIFY ____________ (80 Characters) ...(J13)

J11B

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Do you ever speak English outside of your home when you are with friends?

1   YES   ...(J13)
2   NO   ... (J13)
-1   RF   ...(J13)
-2   DK   ...(J13)

J13

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} How well would you say you understand English when someone is speaking to you?

1   Very well   ...(J14)
2   Well   ...(J14)
3   Not well   ...(J14)
4   Not at all   ...(J14)
-1   RF   ...(J14)
-2   DK   ...(J14)
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**J14**

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} How well would you say you speak English?

1. Very well ...(J14A)
2. Well ...(J14A)
3. Not well ...(J14A)
4. Not at all ...(J14A)
-1 RF ...(J14A)
-2 DK ...(J14A)

**J14A**

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} How well would you say you read English?

1. Very well ...(J14B)
2. Well ...(J14B)
3. Not well ...(J14B)
4. Not at all ...(J14B)
-1 RF ...(J14B)
-2 DK ...(J14B)

**J14B**

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} How well would you say you write English?

1. Very well ...(J19 CHECK)
2. Well ...(J19 CHECK)
3. Not well ...(J19 CHECK)
4. Not at all ...(J19 CHECK)
-1 RF ...(J19 CHECK)
-2 DK ...(J19 CHECK)

**J19 CHECK** CHK: J14 RANDOMIZATION USED IN R1

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

IF [R1 J14DRAND] WAS ASSIGNED

1. CONDITION APPLIES ...(J20 CHECK)
2. CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(J27 CHECK)

**J20 CHECK** CHK: R1 RESPONSE TO J14DRAND

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

IF ([R1 J14DRAND] IS PRESENT THEN ASSIGN R1 J14RAND

If Answer = 1 ...(J20)
If Answer = 2 Then ...(J22)
If Answer = 3 Then ...(J23)
If Answer = 4 Then... (J24)
If Answer = 5 Then ... (J26A)

J20

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Now days please tell me how often you do the following: every day, a few times a week, once a week, less than once a week, or never.

Read a newspaper or magazine in English?

1   EVERY DAY   ...(J21_CHECK)
2   A FEW TIMES A WEEK   ...(J21_CHECK)
3   ONCE A WEEK   ...(J21_CHECK)
4   LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK   ...(J21_CHECK)
5   NEVER   ...(J21_CHECK)
-1   RF   ...(J21_CHECK)
-2   DK   ...(J21_CHECK)

J21_CHECK  CHK: R1 RESPONSE TO J2

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [R1 J2: Did the respondent report speaking another language or that another language was spoken in his/her home?]

1   YES   (J21)
2   NO   (J21A_CHECK)

J21A_CHECK  CHK: ONLY ENGLISH SPOKEN AT HOME

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[J2] NOT EQUAL TO 1

1   CONDITION APPLIES ...(J30_X)
2   CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY   (J21)

J21

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Read a newspaper or magazine in your native language?

1   EVERY DAY   ...(J27_CHECK)
2   A FEW TIMES A WEEK   ...(J27_CHECK)
3   ONCE A WEEK   ...(J27_CHECK)
4   LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK   ...(J27_CHECK)
5   NEVER   ...(J27_CHECK)
-1   RF   ...(J27_CHECK)
-2   DK   ...(J27_CHECK)
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J22

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Now days, please tell me how often you do the following: every day, a few times a week, once a week, less than once a week, or never.

Watch videos or DVDs in English?

1 EVERY DAY ...(J27_CHECK)
2 A FEW TIMES A WEEK ...(J27_CHECK)
3 ONCE A WEEK ...(J27_CHECK)
4 LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK ...(J27_CHECK)
5 NEVER ...(J27_CHECK)
-1 RF ...(J27_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(J27_CHECK)

J23

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Now days, please tell me how often you do the following: every day, a few times a week, once a week, less than once a week, or never.

Go out to English language movies?

1 EVERY DAY ...(J27_CHECK)
2 A FEW TIMES A WEEK ...(J27_CHECK)
3 ONCE A WEEK ...(J27_CHECK)
4 LESS THAN ONCE A WEEK ...(J27_CHECK)
5 NEVER ...(J27_CHECK)
-1 RF ...(J27_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(J27_CHECK)

J24

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Now days about how many hours a week would you say you personally watch television in English?

Number of hours: ____________ (3 digits) [RANGE=0 to 168] ...(J25_CHECK)

-1 RF ...(J25_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(J25_CHECK)

J25 CHECK CHK: ROUND 1 J2 ANSWER

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[R1 J2: Did the respondent report speaking other language than English or that another language was spoken in his/her home?]

1 YES ...(J25)

2 NO ...(J25A_CHECK)
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**J25A CHECK** CHK: ONLY ENGLISH SPOKEN AT HOME

{MA} {CP} {NAMC } {NEWCP}

[R1 J2 = 2 or [J2]=2

1  CONDITION APPLIES... (J26)

2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ... (J25)

**J25**

{MA} {CP} {NAMC } {NEWCP} How many hours in your native language?

Number of hours:____________ (3 digits) [RANGE= 0 to 168] ...(J26)

-1 RF ...(J26)
-2 DK ...(J26)

**J26**

{MA} {CP} {NAMC } {NEWCP} How many hours in any other language?

Number of hours:____________ (3 digits) [RANGE= 0 to 168] ... (J27_CHECK)

-1 RF ...(J27_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(J27_CHECK)

**J26A**

{MA} {CP} {NAMC } {NEWCP} Nowadays about how many hours a week would you say you personally listen to the radio in English?

Number of hours:____________ (3 digits) [RANGE= 0 to 168] ... (J26A1_CHECK)

-1 RF ...(J26A1_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(J26A1_CHECK)

**J26A1_CHECK** CHK: ROUND 1 J2 ANSWER

{MA} {CP} {NAMC } {NEWCP}

[R1 J2: Did the respondent report speaking other language than English or that another language was spoken in his/her home?]

1  YES... (J26B)

2  NO ... (J26A2_CHECK)
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---

**J26A2_CHECK** CHK: ONLY ENGLISH SPOKEN AT HOME

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[R1 J2] = 2 or [J2]=2

1 CONDITION APPLIES... (J26C)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ... (J26B)

---

**J26B**

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} How many hours in your native language?

Number of hours:____________ (3 digits) [RANGE= 0 to 168] ... (J26C)

-1 RF ...(J26C)

-2 DK ...(J26C)

---

**J26C**

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} How many hours any other language?

Number of hours:____________ (3 digits) [RANGE= 0 to 168] ... (J27_CHECK)

-1 RF ...(J27_CHECK)

-2 DK ...(J27_CHECK)

---

**J27_CHECK** CHK: INTERVIEW TYPE AND NOT ONLY ENGLISH SPOKEN AT HOME

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

([SAMPLE TYPE] = [NAMC]) and ([J2= 1)

1 CONDITION APPLIES ... (J27A)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ... (J27A_CHECK)

---

**J27A_CHECK** CHK: LANGUAGE NOT ENGLISH SPOKEN AT HOME

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}
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1  CONDITION APPLIES  ...(J28)

2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY...(R1_REL_CK)

### J27A

{NAMC} Before coming to the United States to live, did you take any classes where English was the language of instruction?

- 1  YES  ...(J27B)
- 2  NO  ...(J27B)
- 1  RF  ...(J27B)
- 2  DK  ...(J27B)

### J27B

{NAMC} Have you attended classes to learn or improve your English during the last twelve months?

- 1  YES  ...(J27C)
- 2  NO  ...(J28)
- 1  RF  ...(J28)
- 2  DK  ...(J28)

### J27C

{NAMC} During the past twelve months, what is the total number of hours you have spent in classes to learn or improve your English?

- 1  YES  ...(J28)
- 2  NO  ...(J28)
- 1  RF  ...(J28)
- 2  DK  ...(J28)

### J28

{MA}{CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} In the past 12 months have you purchased a book or tape to learn or improve your English?

- 1  YES  ...(R1_REL_CK)
- 2  NO  ...(R1_REL_CK)
- 1  RF  ...(R1_REL_CK)
- 2  DK  ...(R1_REL_CK)

---

2 J27C was mistakenly programmed as a yes/no question.
NIS RELIGION QUESTIONS

R1_REL_CK CHK: RESPONDENT REPORTED RELIGIOUS FAITH

{MA} (CP) {NAMC} {NEWCP}

IF ([R1 J30]=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 97)

1 CONDITION APPLIES...(J30A)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY...(J30_CHECK)

J30_CHECK CHK: NO RELIGION OR SKIP IN ROUND 1?

{MA} (CP) {NAMC} {NEWCP} [R1 J30: Religion respondent reported in Round 1]

8 No religion ... (J30B)

-1 RF ... (J30_X)

-2 DK ... (J30_X)

J30A

{MA} (CP) {NAMC} {NEWCP} When we last spoke in [Month and Year, R1] you described your religious tradition as [previous religion of the respondent]. Does this still describe your current religion?

1 YES ...(J37_CHECK)

2 NO ...(J30_X)

-1 RF ...(J30_X)

-2 DK ...(J30_X)

J30B

{MA} (CP) {NAMC} {NEWCP} When we last spoke in [Month and Year, R1] you described yourself as having no religion. Does this still describe your current religion?

1 YES ...(J37_CHECK)

2 NO ...(J30_X)

-1 RF ...(J30_X)

-2 DK ...(J30_X)

J30_X [RANGE X=1 to 3]

{MA} (CP) {NAMC} {NEWCP} What religious tradition, if any, describes your current religion?
(you may mention more than one, if you wish)

INTERVIEWER: IF R HAS MORE THAN ONE RELIGION, ASK QUESTIONS ABOUT MAIN ONE FIRST, ASK QUESTIONS ABOUT OTHERS AFTER THAT.
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1 Catholic ...(J32_X)
2 Orthodox Christian ...(J32_X)
3 Protestant ...(J32_X)
4 Muslim ...(J32_X)
5 Jewish ...(J32_X)
6 Buddhist ...(J32_X)
7 Hindu ...(J32_X)
8 No religion ...(J37_CHECK)
97 Some other religion ...(J30OS_X)
-1 RF ...(J37_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(J37_CHECK)

J30OS_X [RANGE X=1 to 2]
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY ___________ (80 Characters) ...(J32_X)

J32_X [RANGE X=1 to 3]
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Within that, is there something special, such as a denomination, sect, tradition or grouping?

1 YES ...(J33_X)
2 NO ...(J36_X)
-1 RF ...(J36_X)
-2 DK ...(J36_X)

J33_X [RANGE X=1 to 2]
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

What is that?
(80 Characters) ...(J36_X)
-1 RF ...(J36_X)
-2 DK ...(J36_X)

J36_X [RANGE X=1 to 3]
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

INTERVIEWER CODE IF RESPONDENT MENTIONED THERE WAS ANOTHER RELIGION

1 ANOTHER RELIGION ...(J37_CHECK)
2 NO OTHER RELIGION ...(J37_CHECK)
-1 RF ...(J37_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(J37_CHECK)
**J37_CHECK** CHK: IS RESPONDENT MARRIED?

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[MARITAL_STATUS] = 1 or [MARITAL_STATUS] = 2

1  CONDITION APPLIES  ... (J37A_CHECK)

2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY  ... (J37H_CHECK)

---

**J37A_CHECK** CHK: SAME SPOUSE AS IN ROUND 1?

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[R1 SPOUSE]

1  YES... (J37B_CHECK)

2  NO... (J37C_CHECK)

3  THAT PARTNER IS NOW SPOUSE... (J37C_CHECK)

---

**J37B_CHECK** CHK: J37 ANSWERED IN ROUND 1

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[R1 J37] DOES NOT EQUAL MISSING

1  CONDITION APPLIES  ... (J37H_CHECK)

2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY  ... (J37C_CHECK)

---

**J37C_CHECK** CHK: SAME RELIGION AS IN ROUND 1

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

(([J30A]=1) or ([LOOP_X]=1))

1  CONDITION APPLIES  ... (J37 SPOUSE OR PARTNER X)

2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY  ... (J37A SPOUSE OR PARTNER X)

---

**J37 SPOUSE OR PARTNER X CHK** IS THERE A SPOUSE? [RANGE=1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

([LOOP_X]=1 or ([[LOOP_X]]=2) AND ([[PARTNER EXISTED IN HH]]=1 )

---
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1  CONDITION APPLIES  ... (J37_X)

2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY  ... (J37_JUMP)

J37_X [RANGE X= 1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} [Is this also your] ["spouse's" or "partner's"]([[LOOP_X]]) current religious affiliation?

1   YES   ...(J37_JUMP)
2   NO   ...(J37_JUMP)
-1   RF   ...(J37_JUMP)
-2   DK   ...(J37_JUMP)

J37_JUMP CHK: SPOUSE HAVE RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION?

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[[J37]](1)=1 or [[J37]](2)=1

1  CONDITION APPLIES  ... (J37H_CHECK)

2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY  ... (J37A_SPOUSE_OR_PARTNER_X)

J37A_SPOUSE_OR_PARTNER_X CHK: SPOUSE/PARTNER EXISTS [RANGE=1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[[LOOP_X]]<=3 or ( [[LOOP_X]]>=4 AND ([[PARTNER EXISTED IN HH]]=1) )

1  CONDITION APPLIES ....(J37A_X)

2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ... (J37H_CHECK)

J37A_X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} What religious tradition, if any, describes your ["spouse's" or "partner's"]([[LOOP_X]]) current religion?

(you may mention more than one, if you wish)

INTERVIEWER: IF R HAS MORE THAN ONE RELIGION, ASK QUESTIONS ABOUT MAIN ONE FIRST, ASK QUESTIONS ABOUT OTHERS AFTER THAT.

1   Catholic   ...(J37C_X)
2   Orthodox Christian   ...(J37C_X)
3   Protestant   ...(J37C_X)
4   Muslim   ...(J37C_X)
5   Jewish   ...(J37C_X)
6   Buddhist   ...(J37C_X)
7   Hindu   ...(J37C_X)
8   No religion   ...(J37H_CHECK)
Some other religion ...(J37AOS_X)
-1 RF ...(J37H_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(J37H_CHECK)

J37AOS_X [RANGE X=1]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}
OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(J37C_X)

J37C_X [RANGE X=1]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Within that, is there something special, such as a denomination, sect, tradition or grouping?

1 YES ...(J37D_X)
2 NO ...(J37G_X)
-1 RF ...(J37G_X)
-2 DK ...(J37G_X)

J37D_X [RANGE X=1]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}
What is that?

(80 Characters) ...(J37G_X)
-1 RF ...(J37G_X)
-2 DK ...(J37G_X)

J37G_X [RANGE X=1]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}
INTERVIEWER CODE IF R MENTIONED THERE WAS ANOTHER RELIGION

1 ANOTHER RELIGION ...(J37H_CHECK)
2 NO OTHER RELIGION ...(J37H_CHECK)
-1 RF ...(J37H_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(J37H_CHECK)

J37H_CHECK CHK: CHILD'S RELIGION IN ROUND 1

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}
IF ([R1 J37I]=(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 97) or [ R1 J37H] = 1

1 CONDITION APPLIES ...(J37I_KIDS17_YOUNGER)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(J37H1_KIDS17_YOUNGER)
NEW IMMIGRANT SURVEY
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**J37I** KIDS17 YOUNGER CHK: ANY KIDS UNDER 17

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[count of children under 17 on MEGA2ROSTER]

If Answer = 0 Children ... (J37P_CHECK)
1-8 children ... (J37I)

**J37H1** KIDS17 YOUNGER CHK: NUMBER OF KIDS UNDER 17

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[count of children under 17 on MEGA2ROSTER]

If Answer = 0 Children ... (J37P_CHECK)
1-6 Children ... (J37H1_CHECK)

**J37H1_CHECK** CHK: R1 J37I: RELIGION CHILDREN BEING RAISED IN

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[R1 J37I] = 8 (NO RELIGION)

1 CONDITION APPLIES ... (J37I1)
2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ... (J37I2_X)

**J37I**

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} When we last spoke in [Month and Year, R1] you said you were raising your children in the [Previous religion in which R's children were raised.] religion. Are you still raising them in this religion?

1 YES ... (J37P_CHECK)
2 NO ... (J37I2_X)
-1 RF ... (J37I2_X)
-2 DK ... (J37I2_X)

**J37I1**

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} When we last spoke in [Month and Year, R1] your children as having no religion. Does this still describe your children's current religion?

1 YES ... (J37P_CHECK)
2 NO ... (J37I2_X)
-1 RF ... (J37I2_X)
-2 DK ... (J37I2_X)
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**J37I2 X [RANGE X=1 to 3]**

{MA} {CP} {NAMC}{NEWCP} In what religion or religions are you raising your children?
(you may mention more than one, if you wish)

INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENT HAS MORE THAN ONE RELIGION, ASK QUESTIONS ABOUT MAIN ONE FIRST, ASK QUESTIONS ABOUT OTHERS AFTER THAT.

1  Catholic ...(J37K_X)
2  Orthodox Christian ...(J37K_X)
3  Protestant ...(J37K_X)
4  Muslim ...(J37K_X)
5  Jewish ...(J37K_X)
6  Buddhist ...(J37K_X)
7  Hindu ...(J37K_X)
8  No religion ...(J37P_CHECK)
97  Some other religion ...(J37I2OS_X)
-1 RF ...(J37P_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(J37P_CHECK)

**J37I2OS X [RANGE X=1 to 3]**

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY __________ (80 Characters) ...(J37K_X)

**J37K X [RANGE X=1 to 3]**

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Within that, is there something special, such as a denomination, sect, tradition or grouping?

1  YES ...(J37L_X)
2  NO ...(J37N_X)
-1 RF ...(J37N_X)
-2 DK ...(J37N_X)

**J37L X [RANGE X=1 to 2]**

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} What is that?

__________ (80 Characters) ...(J37N_X)
-1 RF ...(J37N_X)
-2 DK ...(J37N_X)
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J37N_X [RANGE X=1 to 3]
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

INTERVIEWER CODE IF R MENTIONED THERE WAS ANOTHER RELIGION

1  ANOTHER RELIGION ... (J37P_CHECK)
2  NO OTHER RELIGION ... (J37P_CHECK)
-1  RF ... (J37P_CHECK)
-2  DK ... (J37P_CHECK)

J37P_CHECK INTTYPE=NAMC OR CP
{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

{SAMPLE TYPE} = [NAMC] or [SAMPLE TYPE] = [NEWCP]

1  CONDITION APPLIES ...(J37Q_X)
2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(J38Q)

J37Q_X [RANGE X=1 to 2]
{NAMC} {NEWCP} What was the religious preference of your father or the man who raised you when you were a child?

(you may mention more than one, if you wish)

INTERVIEWER: IF R HAS MORE THAN ONE RELIGION, ASK QUESTIONS ABOUT MAIN ONE FIRST, ASK QUESTIONS ABOUT OTHERS AFTER THAT.

1  Catholic ... (J37S_X)
2  Orthodox Christian ... (J37S_X)
3  Protestant ... (J37S_X)
4  Muslim ... (J37S_X)
5  Jewish ... (J37S_X)
6  Buddhist ... (J37S_X)
7  Hindu ... (J37S_X)
8  No religion ... (J37Y_X)
97  Some other religion ... (J37QOS_X)
95  NO MAN PRESENT ... (J37Y_X)
96  NO WOMAN PRESENT ... (J37Y_X)
-1  RF ... (J37Y_X)
-2  DK ... (J37Y_X)
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J37QOS X [RANGE X=1]
{NAMC} {NEWCP}
OTHER SPECIFY ____________ (80 Characters) ...(J37S X)

J37S X [RANGE X=1 to 2]
{NAMC} {NEWCP} Within that, is there something special, such as a denomination, sect, tradition or grouping?

1 YES ...(J37T X)
2 NO ...(J37W X)
-1 RF ...(J37W X)
-2 DK ...(J37W X)

J37T X [RANGE X=1]
{NAMC} {NEWCP} What is that?

____________ (80 Characters) ...(J37W X)
-1 RF ...(J37W X)
-2 DK ...(J37W X)

J37W X [RANGE X=1 to 2]
{NAMC} {NEWCP}
INTERVIEWER CODE IF RESPONDENT MENTIONED THERE WAS ANOTHER RELIGION

1 ANOTHER RELIGION ...(J37Y X)
2 NO OTHER RELIGION ...(J37Y X)
-1 RF ...(J37Y X)
-2 DK ...(J37Y X)

J37Y X [RANGE X=1]
{NAMC} {NEWCP} What was the religious preference of your mother or the woman who raised you when you were a child?

(you may mention more than one, if you wish)

INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENT HAS MORE THAN ONE RELIGION, ASK QUESTIONS ABOUT MAIN ONE FIRST, ASK QUESTIONS ABOUT OTHERS AFTER THAT.

1 Catholic ...(J38A X)
2 Orthodox Christian ...(J38A X)
3 Protestant ...(J38A X)
4 Muslim ...(J38A X)
5 Jewish ...(J38A X)
6 Buddhist ...(J38A X)
7 Hindu ...(J38A X)
8 No religion ...(J38G X)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>Some other religion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>NO MAN PRESENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>NO WOMAN PRESENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>RF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>DK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**J37YOS_X** [RANGE X=1]

{NAMC} {NEWCP}

OTHER SPECIFY____________ (80 Characters) ...(J38A_X)

**J38A_X** [RANGE X=1]

{NAMC} {NEWCP} Within that, is there something special, such as a denomination, sect, tradition or grouping?

- 1 YES ...(J38B_X)
- 2 NO ...(J38E_X)
- -1 RF ...(J38E_X)
- -2 DK ...(J38E_X)

**J38B_X** [RANGE X=1]

{NAMC} {NEWCP} What is that?

- (80 Characters) ...(J38E_X)
- -1 RF ...(J38E_X)
- -2 DK ...(J38E_X)

**J38E_X** [RANGE X=1]

{NAMC} {NEWCP}

INTERVIEWER CODE IF R MENTIONED THERE WAS ANOTHER RELIGION

- 1 ANOTHER RELIGION ...(J38G_X)
- 2 NO OTHER RELIGION ...(J38G_X)
- -1 RF ...(J38G_X)
- -2 DK ...(J38G_X)

**J38G_X** [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{NAMC} {NEWCP} What religious tradition, if any, where you raised in?

(you may mention more than one, if you wish)

INTERVIEWER: IF R HAS MORE THAN ONE RELIGION, ASK QUESTIONS ABOUT MAIN ONE FIRST, ASK QUESTIONS ABOUT OTHERS AFTER THAT.

- 1 Catholic ...(J38I_X)
- 2 Orthodox Christian ...(J38I_X)
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3 Protestant ...(J38I X)
4 Muslim ...(J38I X)
5 Jewish ...(J38I X)
6 Buddhist ...(J38I X)
7 Hindu ...(J38I X)
8 No religion ...(J38M X)
9 Some other religion ...(J38GOS X)
-1 RF ...(J38M X)
-2 DK ...(J38M X)

J38GOS X [RANGE=1 to 2]

{NAMC} {NEWCP}
OTHER SPECIFY ____________ (80 Characters) ...(J38I X)

J38I X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{NAMC} {NEWCP} Within that, is there something special, such as a denomination, sect, tradition or grouping?

1 YES ...(J38J X)
2 NO ...(J38M X)
-1 RF ...(J38M X)
-2 DK ...(J38M X)

J38J X [RANGE X=1]

{NAMC} {NEWCP} What is that?

____________ (80 Characters) ...(J38M X)

-1 RF ...(J38M X)
-2 DK ...(J38M X)

J38M X [RANGE X=1 to 2]

{NAMC} {NEWCP}
INTERVIEWER: CODE IF R MENTIONED THERE WAS ANOTHER RELIGION

1 ANOTHER RELIGION ...(J38O)
2 NO OTHER RELIGION ...(J38O)
-1 RF ...(J38O)
-2 DK ...(J38O)
J380
(MA) {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} In the last twelve months, how many times have you attended religious services?
0 ...(J102)
Number (1+):___________ (4 digits) ... (J39)
-1 RF ...(J39)
-2 DK ...(J39)

J39
(MA) {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Do you presently consider yourself to be a member of a specific church, parish, temple, synagogue, or mosque in the United States?
1 YES ...(J55 CHECK)
2 NO ...(J55 CHECK)
-1 RF ...(J55 CHECK)
-2 DK ...(J55 CHECK)

J55 CHECK CHK: NUMBER OF CHILDREN IN HOUSEHOLD <18
(MA) {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}
[# OF CHILDREN IN HOUSEHOLD < 18 years old]
If Answer = 0 Children ...(J102)
1-8 CHILDREN ...(J55A)

J55A
(MA) {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} How often do your children attend the same church, parish, temple, synagogue, or mosque as you do?
1 Always ...(J102)
2 Often ...(J102)
3 Sometimes ...(J102)
4 Never ...(J102)
-1 RF ...(J102)
-2 DK ...(J102)

SOCIAL AND POLITICAL INTEGRATION MODULE

J102
(MA) {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Do you happen to know the name of the person who holds the following positions in the U.S. government:
Secretary of State?
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1  HILLARY CLINTON ...(J104) 2008-2009 (2007 Condoleezza Rice)
2  INCORRECT ...(J104)
-1  RF ...(J104)
-2  DK ...(J104)

J104

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Speaker of the United States House of Representatives?

1  NANCY PELOSI ...(J105A_CHECK)
2  INCORRECT ...(J105A_CHECK)
-1  RF ...(J105A_CHECK)
-2  DK ...(J105A_CHECK)

J105A_CHECK

CHK:INTTYPE =CP OR NEWCP AND COUNTRY OF BIRTH=US

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

([SAMPLE TYPE] = [CP] or [SAMPLE TYPE]=[NEWCP]) and ([COUNTRY OF BIRTH] =[UNITED STATES])

1  CONDITION APPLIES ...(J120)
2  CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ...(J105)

J105

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Since [Month and Year, R1], have you voted in any election held in your country of origin?

1  YES ...(J120)
2  NO ...(J120)
-1  RF ...(J120)
-2  DK ...(J120)

J120

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Taken all together, how would you say things are these days, would you say that you are very happy, pretty happy, or not too happy?

1  VERY HAPPY ...(J121_CHECK)
2  PRETTY HAPPY ...(J121_CHECK)
3  NOT TOO HAPPY ...(J121_CHECK)
-1  RF ...(J121_CHECK)
-2  DK ...(J121_CHECK)
J121 CHECK  INTTYPE=CP OR NEWCP

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[SAMPLE TYPE] = [CP] or [SAMPLE TYPE] = [NEWCP]

1 CONDITION APPLIES...(J124)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ... (J121)

J121

{MA} {NAMC} Think back to the day on which you became a legal permanent resident. Would you say that on that day you were very happy, pretty happy, or not too happy?

1 VERY HAPPY ...(J124)
2 PRETTY HAPPY ...(J124)
3 NOT TOO HAPPY ...(J124)
-1 RF ...(J124)
-2 DK ...(J124)

Social Networks

J124

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} The questions I will be asking are about computer and the Internet.

Do you have access to the Internet at home?

1 YES ...(J125)
2 NO ...(J125)
-1 RF ...(J125)
-2 DK ...(J125)

J125

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP} Do you regularly use the World Wide Web or the Internet for sending and receiving e-mail?

1 YES ...(J126_CHECK)
2 NO ...(J126_CHECK)
-1 RF ...(J126_CHECK)
-2 DK ...(J126_CHECK)
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NIS IMMIGRATION PROCESS MODULE

J126 CHECK CHK: INTERVIEW TYPE

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[SAMPLE TYPE]=MA or [SAMPLE TYPE]=NAMC

1 CONDITION APPLIES ... (J126)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ... (J143_CHECK)

J126 (J126_Y, year)

{MA} {NAMC} What year did you come to the United States to stay? (If you have entered the United States more than once, please tell us the latest year you came to stay).

________(YEAR) [Respondent Date of Birth] to [Date of Interview] ...(J143_CHECK)

-1 RF ... (J143_CHECK)

-2 DK ... (J143_CHECK)

J143_CHECK SAMPLE TYPE= [NAMC]

{MA} {CP} {NAMC} {NEWCP}

[SAMPLE TYPE] = [NAMC]

1 CONDITION APPLIES ... (J143)

2 CONDITION DOES NOT APPLY ... (NEXT SECTION)

J143 {NAMC}

We will now ask you some questions about the process that led to your becoming a legal permanent resident. In what year did you first think that someday you might like to have legal permanent residence in the United States?

1 ALWAYS THOUGHT THAT ... (J154)
2 NEVER THOUGHT THAT ... (J154)
3 NAMED SPECIFIC YEAR ... (J143B)

-1 RF ...(J154)
-2 DK ...(J154)
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J143B (J143B_Y, year) {NAMC}

_________ (YEAR) [Respondent Date of Birth] to [Date of Interview] ...(J154)
-1 RF ...(J154)
-2 DK ...(J154)

J154

{NAMC} Before you had this visa, had you ever applied, or been included in an application, for a permanent resident visa?
   1 YES ...(J171)
   2 NO ...(J171)
-1 RF ...(J171)
-2 DK ...(J171)

J171 (J171_Y, year)

{NAMC} Now I have some questions about the process that led to your obtaining the immigrant visa you now have. In what year did your sponsor file the first application or petition to start the process?

_________ (YEAR) [Respondent Date of Birth] to [Date of Interview] ...(J172)
-1 RF ...(J172)
-2 DK ...(J172)

J172

{NAMC} In what country was that?

[COUNTRY PICK LIST] ...(J175A)
218 United States ...(J174)
997 OTHER SPECIFY ...(J172OS)
999 DECEASED ...(J175A)
995 NO OTHER COUNTRY ...(J175A)
-1 RF ...(J175A)
-2 DK ...(J175A)

J172OS

Other Specify ______________ (80 Characters) ...(J175A)
J174

{NAMC} Which state?

[STATES pick list] ...(J175)

97 OTHER (SPECIFY) (J174OS)

-1 RF...(J175)
-2 DK ...(J175)

J174OS

Other Specify _____________ (80 Characters) ...(J175)

J175

{NAMC} Which city?

____________ (30 Characters) ... (J175A)

-1 RF ... (J175A)
-2 DK ... (J175A)

J175A

{NAMC} At the time of that first filing that started the process for the immigrant visa that you now have, would you say your health was excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor?

1 EXCELLENT ...(J177)
2 VERY GOOD ...(J177)
3 GOOD ...(J177)
4 FAIR ...(J177)
5 POOR ...(J177)

-1 RF ... (J177)
-2 DK ...(J177)

J177

{NAMC} Were any documents or files lost during the process?

1 YES ...(J183)
2 NO ...(J183)

-1 RF ... (J183)
-2 DK ...(J183)
J183

{NAMC} Were you already in the United States when you became a permanent resident? That is, did you adjust your status from a temporary visa to permanent residence?

1   YES   ...(J183A)
2   NO   ...(J188)
-1   RF   ...(J188)
-2   DK   ...(J188)

J183A

{NAMC} What kind of visa was that?

VISA (_____) [MAX=80] GO TO J188

REFUSED ..............................................-1 GO TO J188
DON'T KNOW ........................................-2 GO TO J188
OTHER SPECIFY .................................97 GO TO J183AOS

J183AOS {NAMC}

Other Specify ______________ (80 Characters) ... (J188)

J188

{NAMC} In your entire life, how many times have you visited an INS office?

NUMBER:____________ (3 digits) ... (J189)

-1 RF ...(J189)
-2 DK ...(J189)

J189

{NAMC} In your entire life, how many times have you visited the visa section of a U.S. Consulate or Embassy?

NUMBER:____________ (3 digits) ... (NEXT SECTION)

-1 RF ...(NEXT SECTION)
-2 DK ...(NEXT SECTION)